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Approaching National Dleclion.
Facts not generally known, which appear situated on the road to Si list ria. This move- t(ilreG corvettes, ten brigs, two cutters’ ’ in 'i P?°st ‘bstfogmshed Ministers of the Ottoman
1 cottrse arefrom the last received number of the
. vessels, amounting to 818 guns,
Mraniof i^ishville Refiublican, which is the paper of with all the substantiated charges heretofore meat was successfully effected under the fo>!r?
bi.p*
made against Gen. Jackson, in an address to protection of the 3d brigade of horse artille-!
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'Mf fiends of Gen. Jackson at Head Quar- the
people of Tennessee, in favor of the re ry, supported by the division of light caval- vettes»,.seven brigs, and seven smaller ves- i feuding Shumla. I his decision was hailed
''nifoellfovs, and possessed of all their confidence,
formed the re-! seVs ’ amounting tn 808 guns. Russian, four i bv the people with the most enthusiastic dewretchedly
take the following article, which, is, at election of Mr. Adams, under the signature ry. A brigade of infantry
....... ......... . a„ mass of the ships of the line, four frigates, two corvettes,
corvettes ’U73,?Lrat’.°Ps bf joy, and greeted with splenof John Newman, (formerly, we believe, of serve. During the movement
; present moment, of no litile consequence. Salisbury,)
^CUI
fos aand two transports ; in all 16 ves jI did
and who stares that he was pres enemy
. ’s cavalry,
. , supported by the redoubts ., *°*
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b’ ’igs,
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the_line,
ent when the circumstances which he nar erected- before Shumula, and bv four pieces ssels,
“ 'Fhe departure of the Vizier for the
dkzineJ
calculation has been handed us, with a rates took place•
of fl\ ing artillery, which were directed à- one frigate, four corvettes, four brigs and fif- ■ camp^of Dana Pachaj will take place the9thy
lowneeS!i’
teen-smaller
in all 2s
l^w A1'Muest that we would insert it in the ReGeneral Jackson, it seems, is brother-in- gainst us, endeavored to dislodce us from our -teen
smaller ivessels;
..........................
’ ” v7>ssefs, i and bis arrival at the main army the 15th.
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also make known the author’s law to Stokely Donelson, formerly of this I advantageous position.' Scarcely, however, ; n‘«unting 310 guns, Dutch, t w o fri gate s, t w o : Solemn prayers have been offered up by the
teful
hack* his
’ one brig mounting in all 106 I Sultan and the people, for the safety of the
tefill /
t„X-’^e-SS to —
Ais judgment',
i"‘‘VncnF by risking State, notorious for being connected with had the enemy’s artillery appeared, when it corvettes and
i- t0■,,cwearsirimnu.1
hundred
vu, uuiiurs
dollarsononeuca
eachauu
andevery
eveim vote Glasgow in the frauds and forgeries commit was dismounted The Turkish cavalry sur- iI guns. United States of America, one ship of I descendants of Othman, and the children of
,J10 s^a'Wich may be considered erroneously set' ted in our Land Office, about the vear 1796 ; rounded the extremity of our right wing, and i! the line, (tlse Delaware of 96) One frigate, I tue I i-ophet. Indeed the enthusiasm of all
three corvettes mounting in alT 208 ! ranks has reached the highest pitch, and to
’?!tss„arL()v„il,!'Vb For Jackson.
and that, in the session of 1796-97, when briskly charged the squares of the 15th and ¡and
i
ii ite »4 3
Ju alfo98 ships oi war, at»d 2,850 conquer or die seems the general determin
Governor Martin was one of the Senators 16th regiments of Chasseurs, which formed ¡guns.
!
' Pennsylvania,
28
from this State, and Gen. Jackson a member j there ; and, on the pther side, made an at- j guns. A Swedish and Neapolitan squadron ation of the whole Turkish nation.
ILL’S J New-York,
14
of the House of Representatives from Ten [ tempt to get possession of onr artillery. But |; are likewise expected in the Archipelago.
An account from the Turkish Capital, of
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nessee, the Governor spoke of Donelson and 'I all their endeavors were fruitless. By a well i! Portugal.—Nothing of importance ap Atig. lu, states that the Grand V zier was
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South-Carolina,
pears to have occurred lately in Portugal, about to depart for Adrianople, with the
^^aPPW Georgia,
ed, at which Gen. Jackson took offence, and, the enemy was repulseti at all points, with ;! and nothing has transpired to indicate with commissioners who made the convention of
9
J01 ds<eai'lchllit. Maryland,
in his usual style, charged the Legislature, the loss of 400 killed; we had 30 killed I! certainty the intentions of the British gov Acermann.— 1 he object was said to be to
1 °'e WiS Alabama,
Executive, and citizens of .Nbrth-Cdrylina, and 50^ wounded.— l o-dav we have fortified ernment with regard to Don Miguel.
treat for peace. Another states that the
5
at a public dinner table with being a set of the heights which we took possession of yes
L lhem' M Mississippi,
The Courier explicitly assorts, that “ nei Banner of Mahomet had actually been un
Rogues and Rascals, and challenged the terday, in spite of the fire of the enemy’s re ther Mt. Canning nor'Lord Goderich had furled and planted in the Court Yard of the
Tennessee.
11
t nan««, ’Tennessee,
Governor to a duel!—which was prevent doubts and entrenchments, and the repeat the slightest concern in the appointment of Sultan’s» Palace.
L. OSBOR^ IUhmis,
ed
only by the Governor saving, that he did ed attacks of his sharp shooters. Gen. Gir- Don Miguel to the Regency.”
•he same.
Missouri,
not know of the relationship existing be ow, who with a division of Cossacks has
Greece.—Tr is stated under the date of
_________7iere. then, is the almost
calcula- tween Donelsonfand the. General. _•
taken the road to Kuszerew, has arrived at
Corfu, July 23d, that the Sultan has given
LATEST
FROM
EUROPE.
i—promulgated, so to speak, in the GeuCan it be possible, that, after all these Rasgrod. He has taken a hundred prisoners,
positive orders to Ibrahim Pacha, not by
Morders—the bulletin of the party, in things. North Carolina will give her vote to and rescued a thousand families of Bulgarian
By the arrival at New York of the ship any means to leave the Morea.v Intelligence
-ft^Wvffiich we are to lock for the fairest side of Gen. Jackson for the Presidency ?
Christians from the persecutions of the France, from Havre, we have dates-to Sept. has^ also been received at Corfu, that twen
ir calculations. From this it will appear
_Turks. Admiral Gaeg, with the whole fleet 5 and Paris to the 3d. 'The 'Europa, at ty-five vessels from Alexandria, laden-with
.._ ,, t there is either more conscience in the
iinder his command, has arrived at Kavarna, N. York irom Hamburg, brings dates to Aug provisions, and Tiayirg troops on board, had
ate disease W|nine{liate atrnQsphere of the Hermitage,
Anti-Tariff Meetings at the South.
whence he will proceed to, Vania, to assist 30. 'This is 5 days later than previous intel ¿entered the port of .Navarino. Ibrahim Pa
h 01 me?°Stf!a alr,r'-,gst its blind devotees at a dis
in the seigeofthat fortress. Silistria is in ligence from the seat of war, 'The news cha has sent troops into the interior of the
As
faithful
chroniclers
of
the
times,
we
at leiigtn
or
t|)ey have raore authentic in
vested t and.the reserved battalions of the from Constantinople is to the 10th Aug. ten Morea to cut the corn and carry off all the
nation. By this statement, the Generali notice an anti-tariff meeting recently held at military 'olonies have already entered Mol days later than before received.
¿le ; and tlfose troops have spread devasCoosahatchie, S. C. The proceedings of
C£'° succeei^ *n tne ^fortion by a majority of; this meeting are too much in that tone of davia and Wallachia.
Boston Patriot.
taaon in every direction, and massacred
vote* The number of votes claimed; excitement, which has marked other meet
Russia 'aud Turk nr.—The Russian ac some Greeks. As soon as this news arrived,
Constan tinofile, July 29.—Four thousand
4
New-York is.cnly two more than, in ■
ings on this subject at the south. Among Russian prisoners have arrived and been dis counts contradict the reports, before receiv the English and French Admirals proceeded
A.NEOUS dises’ calculations, we have allowed to the ! other resolves is the followingp—J9>s. Pat,
ed, that the Russian arms had experienced to Navarino, with all the vessels under their
tributed among the private houses.
:tancebythePiinera^ and if the difference be split be-1
command. Velley Bey, • an Albanese Cap
serious reverses.
The first Bulletin from the Turkish head
¡e is so uiiWiea us» the General will be left out by a I “ Resolved, That, regarding the late Tar
'The Paris papers say, on authority of Rus tain, having placed . himself at the. head of
jority of just one vote. Five votes are ' iff as fraught with ruin to our industry, and quarters arrived hereon the 12th. It an sian bulletins, that “ on the 1st of Aug, <h( 8009 men, marched upon Artafand after an
iitliasstoodte*me^ for
*n
i but one or destructive of our prosperity, as violating the nounced an attack made by the 'Turks on the Emperor published a proclamation from the assault of several hours, took that f.rtress,
obtainedansw? t^iose are certainly contestable, and letter and spirit of our Constitution, and as nosition of Hadschi Oglu Bazardick, between . camp before Shnmla, by which every man and made tfie Be^ prisoner. He then sent
lediatelvreiBR!are m°ch deceived, even upon their own | subversive of the principles of free govern Chnmla and Varna, and tlicir defeat, after j oeuvre was ordered to be adopted for the his brother, a man of great courage, at the
^j^foth^ufotionAf the friends of the General do ! ment, we should be traitors to ourselves— having experienced a loss of 1500 men. The complete investment Of that place, and to lead of 1000 nien,.to Rescind Pacha’s camp, to .
.,2 lose then-election in that State alsoj so! traitors to the Constitution—and traitors to day after, says the Bulletin, the attack was hasten the carrying of it .as rapidly as possi demand of him 6000 purses (about a million
PommenUtj- "“I'”4 °f
vote’tbere "?>'be a I"“' i the most sacred principles of freedom, if we renewed, and repulsed as before, chiefly
ble The march of Lt. Gen. Rudiger upon Turkish piastres.) threatening, in case of re
three, five, or seven votes, against. tamely submitted to its operation, or failed through the courageous defence of the regu Eski Stamboul lias occasioned much uneasi fusal, to sell Arta to the Greeks, as well as
auS l‘tiener‘‘1’ The whole votes of Pennsyl-, to offer to it the most firm and perset ering lar troops.—'The Russians lost, in this second ness to the Turks, who collected the great Prev.esa, of which he was about to take
action, many men, and six pieces of cannon. est part of their cavalry and infantry, and possession. In fact, he did march on Preuafnr
^os"th Carolina, Illinois, and Missouri,. Resistance.”
The same day a very sharp encounter
i fa»™«
in 'iouhtful Suspense ; and i
vesa, and made himself master of it. He is
sSSS«* ,,ot
ho|jes tbat Vi!
The next resolve concludes by avowing,; .took place between a Russian corps of abqiit attacked the detachment commanded bv now waiting to know the result of his com
Rudiger, and attempted to driye them back,
that
the
contest
against
the
tariff
“
cannot
15.000
men,
with
20
pieces
of.
cannon,
and
e.' . ,Ssummg her wonted sanity—hopes which
but after some hard fighting the Turks were munication to Reschid Pacha.
dy taat coiiMfe
the desperate contortions 1 be.abandoned by us, whatever be the conse- the'Turks stationed at Moldavia, opposite. defeated and driven back upon Shnmla.
'The entire of the French expedition, des
m ab- Widdin, on the left bank of the Danube. Gen. R. has taken posts near Eski Stamboul, tined to act in Greece, lias sailed from Tou
oncegivesim»|ie
¿nqUjrer betokening ex-! guehees,
- .••.■-. until we have been succes-ful
.
ff arid au The Russians, after an obstinate action of and so the great road towards Constantino- lon, and the last division of the army, for
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of
want of other vessels, were embarked on
u,,ijnd returning reason, becoming... sprteih'p
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r
,,on which it is five hours, were repulsed, and lost on that file is ofien to the Russian^F
occasion 2t)00 men in killed, and wounded,
lar tounliealtk^
tounliealtkiav
once andf&re^er.
forever.
Jar
av5h,g
ng committed egregious follies under f^^died. at oucc
board of English ships of witr.
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The
first
division
of
the
Imperial
guards
and a greater number of prisoners. 'They
notnin^oiamffi, higuence of mental delusion.
..... wè r.K.a
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Thus
find that unconditional submis- were even pursued to a considerable distance passed the Danube at Isakcha Aug. 2. The
Portugal.—Advices from Lisbon to the
it, and it mapA’e are confirmed, therefore, by this ! sion—the total abandonment of the cherish
Emperor, on his journey to Odessa, inspect
sr under any fli>Sinent, in our belief, that the event of ed police of the north., the middle and the on the Wallachian territory by a column ed this gallant corps. All accounts concur 16th August, state that the persecution by
which
debouched
from
Kilifat.
the
dominant faction continued with unabat
conflict is no longer uncertain. Satisfied western States, is the condition qn which the
in estimating the number of the effective
On the 10th, a Russian corps of 4000 'Turkish army stationed in and before Shum- ed fury. A decree by Don Miguel had just
aleandKetaiWt, granting to the General’s supporters Coosahatchie.politicians will obey the laws
the States of which they claim the en- of the Union. We are not about to trouble cavalry, and from 4 to 5000 infantry, was de la at from 120 to 140.000 men, which force is been published,, confiscating the property
h,Portland;BtE votes, we shall lead them from one to our readers with the repetition of the re feated by Aliseli Pacha at Taschilitope, and daily increasing by fresh detachments from not only of those said to have been engaged
Isaac Hill,Uen votes over their claim of votes from marks we have on a former occasion made lost 60i) horsemen, who were killed, and various quarters. Shnmla and -its neigh in the pretended rebellion, but of all who
left the country without express permis
lake, Saco,ajilw-York and Maryland, there will then on this painful .subject. But the language of some prisoners, among whom was a staff offi boring fortifications are defended by 1400 had
Masters of vessels who should carry
cannon, mostly of iron, and the 'Turks, since sion.
nnebunk. i clear majority for Mr. Adams, ufion the above r solves merits the honest repre cer.
From the 10th to the 15th, there were sev their late incursions over the Danube, seem awav any persons whose goods were liable to
discounttocot admission ofhis oftfionentsj 'The pro- hension of every trite patriot. The union of
confiscation,
were subject bv another order
highly elated, have in their late engagements to a fine of 400,000 reis or imprisonment for
etic seer at Richm rid may hang his harp the States is too blessed a thing to be trifled eral conflicts Less favorable to the 'Turks.
On
the
15th,
16th
and
17tli,
the
Russians
with
the
enemy
evinced
the
greatest
brave

------- -—'m the willows, to warble forth lugubrious with.
The Constitution of. the United
three years in the galleys.
States is the supreme law of the land ; it made several attacks on the 'Turkish posi ry and firmness. The religious fanaticism
'The Marquis of Chaves had onlv been
a the “well-known martial chimes,
his cannot be evaded, and it wilfbe maintained, tions near Varna. They hgd succeeded in that now inspires the entire army is solely to able to obtain one audiance from Miguel,
riber has sei® g
murmur dies
and we Southern blustering notwithstanding. But approaching that town, but the arrival of be attributed to the exertions of Hussein Bey.
which lie departed in chagrin and
>e indebted»^ we hear
with Allan Banc> ¡p our fellow-citizens at the Houth cannot be the Captain Pacha with considerable rein
Lord Heytesbury, the English Aml>assa- from
refused to see any one at his hotel. It was
ordingtopro®ter anguish braathe—
serious.—1'hey mean only to alarm our forcements, compelled them to. .f:d.l back. dor, arrived at Odessa on the 11th of Aug. rumoured that he might be br ught to trial,
lias been htilw “ -O° well
- - for me, ■■■if mine
■
alone
fears., I'lnsis bad policy. The language of On this occasion, they afe said to have had a It is said he is charged with important com to account for the money he had been en
ire once morei “ That dirge’s deep prophetic tone
remonstrance against a. law, injurioms as Colonel taken prisoner, on whose peison im munications from his court. On the 13th his trusted with, and for allowing himself to be
Lordship had a private, audiance with the proclaimed Duke of Braganza and King, un
is that if the}1*
they say to their interests, is most right and portant papers were found.
Emperor. On the same day there was a der the title of Emanuel Second. It w.as atits to call mW
Yesterday,
several
couriers
arrived
from
proper,
and
would
receive
the
respectful
at
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splendid te drum at the cathedral, and so surmised that be was partially insane.
hose that do
-the
head
quarters
of
Hussein
Pacha,
at
tention
of
every
patriot
;
but
intin
’
ations
of
a
1 he constant is hardly to be credited that zeal could
thanksgiving for the taking of Kars. On
Don Miguel had ordered a new coin to be
their debts
rae«so tur as to receive money from possible severance from the blessed union of Shumla, and from the Captain Pacha at Var the preceding evening a courier reached
na. These despatches announced them vic
the
States,
or
of
measures
tantamount
struck of the,value of 40 reis. with the legend
heStateof*3jects of.a,For?l?n gnv^’nment, to be spent
that
place,
who
brought
despatches
commu

torious.
The
follt/..
ing
is
their
substance
;
on one side Michael I, Portugafi®, Algarbi1
RALPjiiour presidential election, and yet it ap- thereto, should be frowned upon with indig
The Russians had approached within nicating the surrender of the Turkish for orum Rex, and on the reverse Publics utili» „199/1 llar?, that in the State of New-York, there nation. Let the southern gentlemen but
tress Poti situated on the Asiatic coast of the tati.
a
league
and
a
half
of
Varna,
and
had.
attack

show
the
tariff
to
be
a
v
ioTati
bn
of
the
Con

for suspicion, that such has been
Black Sea, not far from Anapa. The Danish
Dr. West, a very respectable English Doc
case. The Sheriffof the county* xtf Es- stitution, or adverse to the true interests of ed.the Captain Pacha on the 20th, with con Ambassador, Count Biome, arrived at Odes
tor, and intimate friend of Lor 1 Beresford,
1
in New-York has been charged with the country, we have no doubt they will ob siderable forces : but after .an obstinate con sa on the. same day.
had been murdered in the streets of Lisbon.
AT J.K.RWI(iceivingfrom Gates & Company of Mon- tain redress. The threats of dissolving the. flict of 12 hours, they were repulsed, after
'The last Russian bulletin hears date at
severe losses. Mehmed Pa
Spain. Advices from Madrid are of Aug.
. ..rfjal and other British subjects, the sum of Union,—of passing laws which would be experiencing
Odessa
Aug.
9.
It
contains
nothing
impor

dress 1D c™;75 to|,e expended in aiding the election treason to the Constitution, will not be heed cha was even preparing to attack them tant, being occupied with a detail of the Em- 18th by private correspondence.
next
day
in
their
positions,
but
they
had
'The Revolutionists of Catalonia augment
nay, more, the authors and abettors of
Independen« Y;cn> jackson. The foundation of this ed
' peror’s jpurney from .Shnmla to Odessa, and in number every day. The government
ted at K”Urge is, that papers were found accident- such treasonable movements will be marked, quitted them during the night, and fallen i of some affairs of outposts before Varna.
back
a
whole
league.
During
these
events,
maintains
the strictest silence ; but it is well
)avid baiWjy drOppeci jn t|t'e road, and alleged toAbe- and in self-defence a people jealous of its
It is not known how long the Emperor will known that in the environs of Manreez
the Division of the Russian fleet had
• _■ ; J/jSO;;:pgto this Sheriff, on which was'an account rights and alive to the, maintenance of its in attempted to effect a landing at Varna, but i remain at Odessa ; but it was generally be- there are more than ten thousand rebels.
jprivereiii
memorandum of Election money,” valuable institutions, will require some evi
also been repulsed by the 'Turkish bat i lieved he would set out for the army as soon In Lower Arragon also, the revolt is begin
EESb
ss uQ9
. ,, l. *ii€Wing that of $245, no less than $175 were dence of an improved state of feeling and of had
the reinforcements expected before Shum- ning to break out. The 4th regiment ot in
4th of W' ceived by him from British subjects to ad more subdued passions, before it again re teries, the fire of which had damaged/e ver '• as
rai transports. An attack made the same la had arrived. It is known that 40,000 in- fantry of guards, has marched from the cap
poses
in
such
men
its
confidence.
uce General Jmkson’s election. Mr.
day by the Russians on the position of Shum- i fantry of the line passed the Danube the be- ital of Catalonia.
¡8.
urdock, the Sheriff, and four other perla,”had not a mm-e favorable result. They ;! ginnii-g
o of August,■ without reckoning the
PARIS, AUG. 30.
The commission for fixing the basis of a
yvERS
wb° JveL•e associated with him in disThere could not be a more conclusive an- were beaten off, after loosing2000 killed and 1 gtrards which were to follow,
ibuting the British
Gold, have promptly swer to the electioneering rani of the Jack- many prisoners.
. ^ijjhutingtbc
I
bucn is the substance of ; The Breslau Gazette mentions that letters new Treaty with Haytij has finished its la
v “ memo- son party, about Gen. Jackson’s being the the 'Turkish bulletins.
i from Warsaw announced the Polish troops bours, and the Minister of Foreign Affairs
¿tbpsêet the charge by pronouncing .the
law ^"gndum
on which the
chargeisisbuilt,
by
........ ” ...
he charge
a /br- “ Republican candidate,” than the fact sta
! had received orders to march.
will immediately occupy himself with the
?ry. Mr. Gibson, by whom the charge ted in the Virginia Free Press, “ that but
Greece.—The London Courier of August ; Reports had been spread that an armistice subject.
4s made public, has as promptly replied, eight of the Virginia electors of Mr. Jefferson 30th says;—The first division of the expedi ; had been agreed upon between the Russians &
The celebrated Professor Thimberg died
f^l has exonerated himself by Satisfactory in 1804 are now alive ; that seven of them tion to the Morea had not made much way 'Turks, for three weeks, and it was general-- on the 8th inst. at his country seat, LimS1hdavits from having had any agency in any are known to be friendly to the re-election of two davs after its sailing. It was still in ' ly believed that peace would be the result. berg, near Upsal.
—- reerv, whatever mavbe the public opinioni Mr. Adams ; and that three of them are at sight off'Toulon. More troops embarked on :'These accounts reached Paris on the 29th
A Breslaw paper says—“ Never yet was
Aug.
but there was no confirmation of the so great a mass of troops assembled in Silesia
------p. —
[S Foolscap’’! to tlie sufficiency of the evidence of the present electoral candidates in favor of Mr. the 19th, and the second division was to sail of
the
next
day.
It
is
now
said
that
Ibrahim
armistice
to
the
4th
Sep*t.
the
latest
date.
St'tch
is
a
brief
■nuineness
of
the
account.
Such
to
manoeuvre in time of peace. At the pe
uS4<<
Adams.
Let cur republican friends bear this fact Pacha will only withdraw the Egyptian I Letters from-Odessa, Aug. 13, state that riod of the famous review at Grossnitz, in
PotNos1»'1 ew of one of the peculiar incidents of the
>
the
Emperor
had
yielded
to
the
requests
of
,
_
_
1785, the troops assembled were not near 'so
®4’25 ”,.s -esent momentous political conflict. '1 he ever in mind, that of the Virginia electors, troops from the Morea—that the 'Turks un- 1
;..K «.Ammanrloi.
Turkish
commander for «¿r,
an arm
armistice , nu in erous.”
Quarto. r®i Ibany Chronicle and the Albany Argus who in 1804 voted for Mr. Jefferson, but der his command will remain, and that he the
__________
‘ : 1moment
hostilities
ceased,
will
deliver
up
to
them
the
fortresses
of
and
from
that
—
__
ive
much
to
say
about
it,
and
on
both
sides.
We learn from Stockholm, that the Swed
Ais7e confess, we think the defence of the ezg-Zti survive ; and that seven s>i these are which he is in possession. The French
----- - i both parties maintaining their respective ish Minister at St. Petersburg, had received
now friendly to Mr. Adams’ re-election and
___ The Russian advanced posts con orders to proceed without delay to the head
5 tariff is lame,—he and his witnesses are all three of them are actually on the ticket, that troops will therefore, meet with some re- i positions,
tinue to occupy the heights of Shumla ; the quarters of the Emperor Nicholas. The
terested, testifying in their own case, and if elected, will vote for” Mr Adams.—We sistance.
corps is on the road to Constantinople; conferences between the Russian Ambassa
J clear themselves b om a charge of a heavy ¡ re at now to euforce jt on our republican
A letter from Marseilles says
, that more 7th
the Imperial guards are on their march to i
,r (id serious character—am. wnic i it Tu y i! friends an/l
and would ap-ain
again and aurain
again reneat
repeat it ships have been freighted for the Morea, hut join.the besieging army at Shumla: the dor at Stockholm and the Swedish Minister
lb'1 /¡tablished,
would be not only.', aishouerabm || so often as we are assailed w;th the unmean at as high prices as befor?. It was presum
Aug- fV.
:
of Foreign Affairs are said to be frequent.
whole army of Poland, a formidable reserve,
i them but ruinous to the cause for which ing
j
Accounts of the 12th ult. from Stockholm
electioneering cant of the present day. ed that the third division of the expedition ; will
keep
the
frontiers
in
check;
and
the
uey are embarked. Oh-the other hand, ■ It is a sufficient answer to the whole of it.
mention that Count Wedelde Jarsiberg has
j would sail from Toulon on the 1st Septem,A il
naval
division
of
Admiral
Greig,
re-inforced
j
_
’
I
and
the
lûfeliilr.
Gibson stands ummpeached
just been charged to proceed to London on a
i ber.
lí)Ot J.I_____ 1______ ____ »... a..<- KrSo
by some ships of the line, will be ready to special mission.
No. fo
rtiB tv elopement, of which he has been the in
nv series, F rument, has no shadow of doubt thrown
•The
French
expedition
^
an
d
new
assailants
under
the
walls
of
Var-j
C
orfu
,
Aug.
4
Sales at Havre, Sept. 3.—118 bales Lou.
The Conir«^.—-When the Revolutionary, j
tafia» AJ1S ‘ jen it, except by the very suspicious tes i- War
ended, Washington released all who [ is to arrive in the course of the next month, na, and to supply subsistence. In such an j Cotton, lf.2£ ; 900 bags St. Dom. Coffee, in
í onv of the parties, interested to discredit j were in confinement, that the general joy and in case Ibrahim should still be in the i imposing attitude is it that the Emperor has ' bond, at 45. Sales, 2d, 60 bales Lou. cotton,
Morea, it is to land at -some point where come to Odessa, where in the midst of the 1 97-^ ; 37 do.'at lj 7 ; 32 do. 1, 5 ; 37-do. 87
wnual5íi!' .—The Albany Chronicle concludes a very'; might be diffused in mry breast.
>ciatio» ‘ L ’
At the close of the late war, Jackson or there are no Egypt'an troops, and where the ! representatives of the principal powers of
communication by land bevween them and ! Europe, he will await the the answer of Sul
il ’¡lowing remarks :
Bos. pat.
dered six militia men to be shot.
A Domestic Sign.—A vote was taken at a
■“On the Whole, we believe the candid
Washington never ordered a militia man to the 'Turkish depots.can be cut off—perhaps ; tan Mahmoud. During these deliberations the
;Eirt of the public will see, with us, but too be executed, during the Whole period of the in the vicinity of Patras. The English inJ reinforcements will have reached the be wedding party in Westerlo, N.Y. a few
uuch reason to fear that there is something Revolution. Whoever says he did, is a this Island affirm {which to us seems very i sieging army, the entrenchments before days since on the Presidential question,
......... ..resulted
.
doubtful) that this expedition will be con- j Shumla and the line of circumvallation round which
in 68 far Adams, and 8 for
ixtremely alarming and suspicious in this slanderer of Vie Father ofhis country.
’ '
Alb. Chrair.
ducted inHie «ime spirit as the blockade by j its wallii will be established, and, i£ the i Jackson.
¡[fair; and that they will not easily free
JKeytueku Reporter*
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irian
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Mr. Stevenson han any idea of joining
So much for the character
of this witness,
E'öBEHffiS »EWS
Let the reader bear in plinti that Jackson the support of Gem Jackson. I mentiopec 1
'
.............
was always suspected'......
—that
Reid, the wuG
confi the subject of our conversation, andrelated1 here was a little muitary iusuberdin? ,
Tire ship Mogul, at Boston, in 34 days
dential agent of President Jefferson, wrote
v—'*■“ J all the particulars t© my friend, Mr. Whitafter the adjournment of from Liverpool, brings London papers to tion at a regimental review a few weeks'i^
from Pittsburg in the fall of 1806, that 'he 1 nessey, immediately
.......
NOMINATIONS? BY THE PEOPLE
at Belfast. It was, v\c beliew, the teiivj De;
had ascertained that Jackson was one of j the House. As Mr. Stevenson has thought Sept. 2, and Liverpool to Sept. 4.
an old dispute as to the correctness, chi</ I live if
Burr’s principal officers—that Gen. Adair,J proper to denounce the measures of ! We -find nothing new from the seat of of
FOR PREfelDENT,
ly, of a certain manœuvre which. Major (;er‘)
who was in possession of a knowledge of ¡the present Administration, in broad and war in the east, the intelligence from that eral
Hodsdon, both last year-and this’or jlatu?
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS,
terms, I think it buv just that thè
Burr’s plans and means, has-said Jackson general tpri
quarter having bebn anticipatedJiy the arri dered the Colonel to perform, and xvliich th? | John
OF MASSACHUSETTS.
was concerned—that Jackson^ own letters, public should know, that there was a time,
Whom Washington, in 1794, appointed now ii>possession of Dr. McNair)', prove that long after Mr. Adams had in his inaugural val of the France, at New-York from Havre, latter refused to obey, considering it urinip ' ed t° L
Minister to the Netherlands and in 17J6, he was distributing Burr’s-money, engagmg address developed the policy he intended to The latest dates from Odessa are Aug. IS, tafy.' The grand question appeared to £ nieitil
Minister to Portugal,, and ebnsidered the boats for him, despatching messengers for pursue, when Mr. Stevenson did not consider from Vienna Aug. 22, from the camp before in preparing for inspection, whether the lit4
Shumla Aug. 2,( before Varna Aug. 9,.. and should be broken by obeying the General
“ most valuable public character we had bim, introducing him as a true friend tb* the Administration unworthy' of support.
You will please .insert this in your paper. from Madrid Aug. 21, From Paris and Con order-—“ Break into open column of corm? Senat
Tennessee, to his-friends—let all these facts
stantinople the dates are not so late as re nies, to-the left backward.” The colonel rSi
Wahom;UJEFFERsoN, in 1Z8-5, esteemed jo be borne in mind, and wha can doubt ? We I am Sir, very respectfully y
thought they should wheel to the rgfrt ff L .
ceived from Havre.-—Ros. Pat.
highly that he said to Mr. Gerry,— 1 j repeat that General Jacksen. was concerned
The accounts oi the prospect of the har warct, and either did not obey the ordtT of
congratulate your country on their pios- in Aaroq Burr’s enterprise—that as alleged
John Hi Pleasants, Esq..
vest in England are, that the crop will be an the General, or did not do it quick enoucC j Ma,
nects in this voung man
by General Adair, he deserted Burr’s stand
Mr. Sloane the writer of the above let average one. Speculations in grain were at ¡ and the General took the immediate co?’
A no in 1803, while a member of the Senate! ard when he found that nothing could be ef
infat'
....
1 mand himself,_ and the men were inspected
of Massachusetts, was elected to the Sen fected. We do i>oi believe any intelligent, ter is a member of Congress from Ohio and a stand and prices rather on the decline.
ors of
j
'/leantime
the
Colonel
gave
to
the
It
is
mentioned,
in
connexion
with
the
opMeantime
word
thi
ate of the United States- over limothy man after examining the testimony and im “ in no respect inferior to Mr. Stevenson,
sen bi
©rations
of
the
.Russians
against
the
Turks,
!
captains
to
dismiss
the
companies
as
Who,konthe 21st February,. 1307, introdu partially weighing all the circumstances,'can for either respectability or creditability.”
that the Polish army, was advancing to the j the inspection was completed.
c
"But wh£ safe-,
bring his mind to a different conclusion. If
strong reinforcemeiFs, IJ the inspection was finished, the General ol
or' ho be
frontier, and other strong^reinforcemen's,
ced the first resolution ever presented to 1 the Hero were not a candidate for the Pres
From the National Intelligencer.
were marching to join the main Russian army dered the Cajitains to wheel their companies
Congress in favor of the now established; idency,, there would not be a diaseRtrng voice
Shumla. The Emperor Nicholas re- into line. AH obeyed but Capt. Pat tee ci j is but ■
policy of Internal Improvement ;
In the whole community,
If there is one principle which is more before
maiued at Oiiessa-. It is assigned as the Searsmoiit; the General ordered him nr,dvr
Who, during the Presidency of Jefferson,
deeply implanted than any other ip the breast reason of his reccis ing the ambassadors of arrest,, and; gave his order to'the lkv>t?u>
Williamson County, Sept. IQth, 1828.
litut. t I preset
was elevated by the ballots of the Senate
of a real Republican, or friend of human
I
to thirty of the most important commit-1 ci Dear Sir :—In answer to youT inquiry i right's and freedom, it is, that large standing the other European powers at Odessa rather wlfecl, &c ; he also refiused'to obey, andkasl
i I state, that some time in the fall of the year
than, at his head quarters before -Sliumln, put under arrest ; the ensignJcHiowcd' suite.
tees;
.
•> i
H
armies
in
time
of
peace,
are
dangerous
to
M
a
180fe and about the ti¡fee that Jackson and
that he wished to keep his army aloof from
Who was chajrma-D of the Committee
liberty.. It is one for which oor fathers and II the intrigues and management which would The General.then sent for a lienteuant ci ¡¡as al it
’
Coffee,
at
the
Clover
Bottom,
were
engaged
another
cempany
to
take
command
;
but
be

on Mr. Jefferson’s Message on the L.mr
our father’s .fathers have contended with
Conspiracy, and a member of al. Lie other in purchasing boats and provisions for Col. unvarying earnestness and perseverance ; | result from such a; congregation of diplomat fore he arrived the ordeily seygeam of the' the n.
Burr, the late Chapman White* and myself
ic talent.- 'The rumors of an armistice and refractory company dismissed it, and
committees in relation thereto ,
which hits been banded down from father to
mW it
Whom Madison, in 1809, commissioned entered into’ conversation, on the road be -son for countless generations, and, in our probable, peace are not confirmed . It is said ! men- scattered tumultuously.
tween
Nashville
and
Franklin,
in
relation
to
Nicholas
demands,
as
the
condition
of an ar- | Governor Lincoln Was present and address
Minister to Russia, appointee first to ne
Government and among' our People, has' be mistice, the surrender of all- the 'Turkish j
gotiate the Treaty of Ghent, and subse Burr’s expedition, which was then the sub- come an axiom.
éd the troops which kept in line, In the «■Pel
cl-t to
tuvMw
¡jectof
much speculation. In the course of
strong holds between the Danube and the
quently Minister
Great Britian ,;
I
If this principle be an indispensable north side of the Balkam, including Shumla. course ©f spme remarks which he made, rotte
/ulaced
first
in
his
Cabinet;
I
our
conversationMr.
White
stated
that
a
then, or on that day,.it is said, he pronounced
Whom Monroe, placed Hrst u? b“i
ingredient in the creed of every' Republican,
The accounts from Greece are, that the the conduct .of the troops a species of. Jm, isakii
which selection General Jackson declaieo number of officers were about to be appoint much more is it so in that of any individual
ed
in
connexion
with
Birrr
’
s
expedition,
and
Turks
will
not
peaceably
evacuate
the
Mo

somsm, and observed that they .shewed die 1 of bot
to be the best possible ;
'
who is presented as a candidate for the high
Whom The People, in 1824, elevated, to remarked, (addressing himself to me) ‘ you est office in this Government ; because the res, and that Ibrahim Pacha remains faithful same sort of spirit that Jackson did when a the A n
could get an appointment if it was not for the
the highest station in the world ;
the Sultan.
U. S. officer ; probably alluding to Jackson’s Udini si
inference of that office might enable the in to The
accounts from Madrid represent the refusal to disband Tennessee troops in Mis
Whose Administration, though assailed difference between you and Gen. Jackson* cumbent to put in practice theories which-,
about
a
certain
tract
of
land.
’
—
I
answered,
condition
of.
Spain
to
be
lamentable.
The
from the beginning by an Opposition unex
sissippi when ordered todo so by* President
in humbler stations-, would be comparatively'
ampled for its bitterness and pronigacj, I ‘ that I could not accept an appointment in harmless, and would be promulged only to government is feeble andunab’e to suppress Madis&n .; or his raising a volunteer force,, Maryl
any
enterprise,
the
object
of
which
I
did
not
the troubles which are springing up in Cata organizing apd paying them without any au 1 TWO !
has bceai singwTarly prosperous 1
at.
And who, in less than four years, besides de i propelly understand,’—and asked him, why be Ithooted
lonia and other provinces.
thority from either President or Governor; Lillie
is
abtlientically
established,
that
Gen.
don
’
t
you
get
an
appointment
?
He
prompt

fraying the expenses of government, (grea.
or his general order to the officers of bis di- p,
FJSNNA, AUG. 2?.
and extravagant I as they are said to be ly replied, 1 there is something wrong in the Jackson did utter the sentiment, deliberately
The hopes of peace that had been 'cein- vision nut to obey any order from the WaiJM
and in writing to an officer of the Army, that,
bv his opponents,) and besides applying business, and you will find it so.*
I further state, that after the apprehension instead of the military establishment being ceived at Odessa, had vanished on the llth. Department but such as should come through Rev'
Twelve'Millions to works of public im
The cause of this change was not known, him.—Augusta Journal.
provement and national defence, has Raid d’f Burr, Mr. Blannerhasset, well known Afs reduced, as it was. some years ago, from any more than the true reason of the Empe
posing
more than 'rhirty-three Millions oj the one of Burr’s Agents, staid all night at niy twelve thousand to six thousand men, the ror’s retprn. It is true that those who are
Jacob Elder, was on Tuesday arraigned A a house on liis Way to-Richmond, in Virginia, Government. “ ought to be damnF.d”, for
[ ' Public Debt.
i and in the"course of conversation, Mr. Bkm- such redaction, and for not increasing- it tb about the Emperor have made communica before Wm. Torrey, Esq. found-guilty and ¡»iiadi
nerhasset remarked, ‘ that it was strange ten times its amount—say, to the extent of tions to the Foreign Consuls, which give rea fined for trespass in the orchard of Pc-leg L0Iip
FOR VIOE..TRE* WENT,
tiiat Gen. Jack-on should make such a pa an army of one hundred and twenty thousand son to believe that an arpii tice has been Tallman, Esq. on Sunday afternoon- last, i, t
ich a to rush
rade in-calling out the militia, when he was Men I It is established on the same authori concluded at the desire of Hussein Pacha ; On refusing to pay the fine he was commit- i‘ns‘)ec
Ot PENNSYLVANIA,
well acquainted with all Burr’s plans.--Mr. ty, that the Militia -was derided and depre but it is certain that political affairs are so ted to the jail in Wiscasset the day following, pdbv >
Whofn Madison, in 18-U^ appointed Attor- •-Blannerhasset. went from my koase to Nash-- ciated by t^e .General : Yes. these very Mili enveloped in mystery at Odessa, that the What 1 must we work and toil through the Lithtl: 1 ■» „ .where
- .1« k -1,
zG r t /l.-ttrr
A ♦- 1 at
{Talent
z» ritt-?itr ’s.- tia, who are drtiWimcd and fifed together in ‘.correspondents do not dare to risk a conjec summer, and'then be robbed of the fruits df . j
nev General of tfic United States ;
ville,
he staid several
davs
Whom Monroe, in 1817, appointed Minis *■ta*ern.
the old fieldsand training grounds, to huzza ture.
- a.
JOHN WITHERSPOON.”
our labor by the midnight pilferer and Sab-i ,
for the General.; to whom indeed, they
ter to Great Biitian ;
bath breaker? No, no, we say, once catch^’er'*1’
ODESSA, AUG. 13.
Whom Adams, ini 8 2^, appointed Secretary
seem
to
have
thought
themselves
tn
some
We
hear
that
his
Majesty
will
set
out
on
the dog, hold him fast, and then let the cu ctogi
BURR’S DUPE.
of the Treasury
and
sort crkin ; they now see, under his own the 220
22d to return totne
to the army. It is certain cumber
<
law, as it is called; have full sway hi®,«,
The
Nashville
white-washers,
who
are
reWho has approved himself the able and I solved to make the Dupe of Aaron Burr the hand, how very /one/he is of them.
that by that day all the reinforcements, upon
1
him.—Bath, Gaz.
.
fearless advocate of the great interests oi great «st and the host man that this age has
Comment upon this important dfeelos- which amount to nearly 85,000 men, mu$t ;
Domestic Industry aild Internal Improve rever produced, have published some eleven ure would be superfluous. It will
*so
— have joined the army at Shumla, and that a
Reduction of the public
More thanln^i
ment.
W
,
close prinled columns in a newspaper, to completely open the eyes of thinking men to grand attack will then be made, unless the nine
millions of the principal of the public W'
What
they
are
about,
’
that
if
may
be
confi

operations which will be carried on in the debt
,
prove that their Hero was the dupe, not the
has been redeemed since the adjourn-pud v
FOR ELECTORS AT I/ARGE,
coadjutor oi Burr. Having satisfactorily dently predicted that this single indication mean time should have led to an earlier de- ment of Congress ; and with the interestjpAt
SIMON NOWELL, of Kennebunk JioYt.
of
what
are
the
General
’
s
naked
and
undis

\ elopement of the great crisis.
proved him the dupe, and furnished strong
which will be payable and paid’during the f,
THOMAS FILLEBROWN, of Mint hrofi. grounds to suspect the co-operation,, they guised principles, will change many thousand
present year, will comprise a total sum oS’; b
¿.EGH-ORN, AUG. 8.
votes
at
the
approachfog
election.
Do
we
> most gravely declare that the result of their
A report was for some time in circulation above twelve millions of our annual revenue Me'
district ei.ectors.
labors “ will sfefd addition ae lustre on not all recollect that, even With an army of that Ibrahim Pacha was about to evacuate applied this year to the liquidation ofthd perior<|
JOSEPH PRIME, for York District. the
endowments, botfyof the head aud the ten thousand, the General’s partisans have , the Morca, and was only waiting for trans debt. This, says the National Journal, isa Mrcp
LEVI HUBBARD, for Orford.
heart of ChiA (listing uisfied benefactor of the 1 said that tie might, if he chose, at tlie cluse port vessels. This proves to have been an greater amount of the principal of the public
¿must be
be th'the “
endow-! of the late war, have assumed the Imperial illusive hope. A vessel has arirved here in debt than has been paid in anv one yearj addres
JOSEPH SOUTHWICK,for Keaincbcc. country.”- What must
endawPurple? If he could have done so much with 28 days from Alexandria, and brings letters, during the last ten years-;, and is the best- per b 4
EBE'NEZER FARLEY, for Lincoln. men 'ts”oithat “ head” which “ endowmerfls”- ten
thousand .men, v/hat might he not do
i’eceiv.e ^'additional Iwstrc” from their pos
to which the Viceroy, wlio had al- 'answer vvhich can be given to the charge ofLecta i
ELIAS THOMAS, for Cumberland.
with a hujidred thousand men, disciplined 1 according
sessor
being
proved
the
dupe
of
an
arch
trai

ready fitted ou>t several transports for the extravagance which has beeh. preferred!
JOHN IfLOO'R, for Somerset P.encbscot. tor against his country.— Cin. Gaz.
troops, in arms ?
Morea, unexpectedly issued counter orders, against th® administration of Mr. Adams. I ” .
Frecmen a’e you ready for the yoke ?'
___.
j pírea 1
JOHN S. KIMBALL, }
commanding his son not to quit it iinfil his
supplies were totally exhausteeb On board
' The following must be regarded as a curi
Insurance
qn
lettersis
mentioned
in
th®
Wf have by accident fallen upon a Penn of the vessel just mentioned the chief part Philadelphia Aurora as an untried business|lhcKi i
ous develop"ement, placing Mr. Speaker Ste
l venson, of Virginia,.)« an unenviable predic- sylvania paper entitled “ The Bradford Set ner of a mercantile house, many years es in this country, which-might prove profita-Lecoi
tler,
” of the 4th inst. which contains a ri- tablished at Alexandria, arrived as passen ble, and which would be a great convenience] .
! ament. It must be obvious to all intelligent
mtn, that- it was in the power of Mr. Adams dicutons caricature, attached to an affidavit ger ; he is charged to ne^oeiate a foan of for places remote from branches of the U.S.
“
FOR ELECTQRS AT LARGE.
and his cabinet, to have deprived opposition "signed “Richard Nagle,” or rather subscri 6,000,000 of colonati, for tire Viceroy, orv Bank, and from which money is often sentí.Wrreci
ISAAC LANE, Esq. of Hollis,
of its bone and sinew, by placing in office a bed with “his mark,” in- which the Presi more properly speaking, for the Forte, for by mail at considerable hazard.—-Bos. Fei, !'seven
Dr. DANIEL ROSE, of Thomason.
few such men as Van Buren, Stevenson and dent is represented as driving an old Revo whose use the money is no doubt intended.
—- - - - .thepr
Benton. So milch for the honesty of their lutions-w soldier—the said Richard Nagle
Letters from-the Biscayan Prpvinces, and
FOR YORK ELECTORAL DISTRICT.
We. have a letter from New-Orleans, says
"k—fro^ . his door, and threatened to have the other parts of Spain, Complain bitterly of
Elder HENRY HOBBS,o/ Walerborough support of Jackson.
the
Democratic
Press,
dated
August
2,.
from
Wee
“ dirty old rascal” horsewhipped. We had drought which had affected the crops.
[From the Richmond- Whig.]
before heard of this story of Richard Nagle,
A vessel containing, a large quantity of an which we learn that the city is qjrite healthy Mr ci1
Wooster, Ohio, August 28th;’ 1828.
.and
no
apprehension
entertained
there
of
any
POLITICAL.
but thought it so impossible that nobody
Dear Sir :—L have just read the letter of could believe it, and we did not deem it tique jewelry has been found in a subterra- sickness this.fall. “ The Jackson vot-ersare idled
the. Hon.. Andrew Stevenson, giving the rea worth a contradiction. It seems, however, ; nean passage at. Champ Vert,. wea.r Lyons. rapidly returning,” says our correspondent, prieto ’
1 HE PRESIDENT.
which induced him to. oppose the pres that the friends of General Jackson are ready It also contained some coin of the reign of
it is said that not more than 50 Jacksoiiians wts
Every citizen who has any knowledge at sons Administration,
...... .absent,
_i..---- :» while it is ascertained’ that,
¡
and advocate the elec to swallow every absurdity that malice or the Emperor Claudius. The collectdoH' is are
all of our public servant's, is acquainted’ with ent
ffliji ;
valued at 200,000 francs.
tion
of.
Gen.
Jacksop.
It
is
not
my
intention,
upwards
of
300
friends
of
the
zAdininistration.
the remarkably, laborious habits of our Pres at present to animadvert upon, that letter, al,-. ingenuity can invent, and this ridiculous
The accounts of the state of the crops in
fean
•fahrtcatfon-^as -actually obtained credit in the interior of Ireland are of the most cheer
ident; He is perhaps the earliest riser in
Washington, and applies himself to the va Hto.ugh I consider it extremely vulnerable ; some parts of Pennsylvania. We assert up ing description. The potatoe crop will be
rioiss duties of hl» high office, with aa assi my object is to put the public’ in possession on the best authority, that no such occur I most abundant.
The second' instalment on tlfe stock sum
duity which is without example, perhaps, in of a fact- which may tend to elucidate the or rence ever took place, at the President’s I Accounts from Lyon;?'represent the Silk scribed by the United States in; the Stock of La1
igin
of
Mr.
Stevenson
’
s
opposition
to
the'Ad

blouse, and that no man; revolutionary sol ['Trade as being in a most wretched condi the Chesapeak and Oiifo Ca-naL aittohntin^
any public manr since the time of President
Washington. We recollect learning the fact, ministration of Mr. Adams. Duriugtbe last dier, or citizen, drunk or sober, was ever tion there,.employment not being affioi’ded to 'Twenty Thousand Dollars, was paid bj seasoi
Presidential
canvass,
Mr.
Steveusou
was
yeOliste.
driven
from his door, or even rudely treated t^one tenth of th'e weavers,
that when he was preparing his extremely
the Secretary' of the Treasury on Wednes
elaborate report on the intricate subject of• hement in his opposition to General Jackson ; by Mr. Adams. T he whole story is invent
; I ,?
Madame Catalina has arrived at London day last.—Nat. Int.
and
as
we
understood
on
account
of
certain,
weights ..and measures, which he was, as
ed'by some of the Jackson-leaders in Penn bom the Continent. She makes her first
Secretary of State, required by a resolution conduct, and alleged traits of character,, sylvania, and this poor old Richard Nagle, re-appearance at the Derby Musical Festi
At a Court in New-York, a person whd
which
subsequent
investigation
has
undenia

who can neither read nor Write, is made val;
of Congress to make,—a work which, by its
had $2000 or 3000 worth of property attach-,
research and comprehensiveness extorted bly established. Previous to the first ses- probably the unconscious tool of a calumny,
WORCESTER, AUG 27.
ecl for a debt of $200 and sold at auction, ami,
the praises of English writers—-anxiou-s to, sion-of Congyess after Mr. Adams’, election, which could not gain a moment’s credit exBy
In consequence of the change in the weath his business broken up, has recovered gWl?■ Harr
complete the report before the close of the, it was-known, that of the four gentlemen who j■ cent among the determined enemies of Mr. er thrheps have improved so astonishingly"
damages.
were
candidates^
Mr.
Stevenson
preferred
|
toSe
session at which he wished to- present it, he
Adams, or those who neither know him in as almost to realize the old saying, that “ they
dates
arose during nearly the wlfo’e Winter at Adams next to Mr. Crawford, who was liis . person or by character.-— Jfat. Jour.
grow cut of thè poles.”
Upwards of $4,000,000 are invested, in a•; Th
three o’clock, and occupied, himself for favorite. A few days after the election
Manufacturing Establishment in Lowell~'?? ¡ears
three hours before day almost every morn of the President, by the House of Represen
Jackson’s style Royal.—In » letter addres
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He accomplished it, and the report, compris
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September 3,1821, Gen. Jackson wrote thus;
“ On the 12th inst. Deputies sailed in the
ing between two and three hundred octavo tatives, when lie proceeded, to make certain i “ Recollect the admonition I gave you,
P<ies
An unfortunate man, who had lost his lefd tiro
pages, was sent in before Congress adjourn inquiries- ancl observations relative to the I M when before ME, on the 24th ultimo, and British Packet Red Pole, for Rio Janeiro, for
the purpose of trying to make peace, but the arm, and both his feet, by frost, in NovaSco-j
ed. We mention this incident merely to election of Speaker at the ensuing session
treated and general opinion is that they will not succeed. tia, and travelled thence, (most of the wayt I to Ju1
observed,,¿that
that he had been informed,
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5° ;t'; or y<xi- -will be
illustrate the hai-its of the President, and He observed
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that
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she arrives safe at Rio Verge, where she was
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ordered; also the schr. Hydra, (French)
i.f his life were not end ugered by ÿt. He,
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The following is an extract from a speech Capt. Dikay, now in the Argentina ; and
therefore, almost every Summer, fmakes a those who were called Mr. Clay’s friends I
that the exports from that city, this seasonal C(
visit to Massachusetts of some weçés, which felt confident, that however much they might of -T homas H. Benton, senator in Congress they speak of buying the French ship Man will require upwards of 360,000 tons ofe.ship- i
•If. darin, and the Dutch Corvette nosv’iu the ping—or about 1200 vessels, of 300 tons cachJ pfa(.
he spends quietly amongst h-is kindred and. respect Mr. McLane as a man of talents, from Missouri, and now a Jacksoiiite him___
friends, and returns to the seat pt Govern they' would not vote for him as Speaker. I This speech was delivered at a public meet- j Salado.
ment, prepared’for the labors of the Win mention this conversation, asjt is probable ing in St. Louis four years ago.
This expedition will make the enemy all
The health of the Secretary of the Navy
ter. This has been; thought so1 reasonable, that it was the cause of what'subsequently
keep together again, and thereby make it has been so far reinstated as to enable hint
“
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(Gen.
Jackson,)
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be
elected
were
Indeed necessary an indulgence, for which occurred between Air. Stevenson and myself i President, he would surround himself with a very easy to go in and out.
to visit the Navy Yard and Navy Assylumin from
:
he has the example of all his predecessors,, on the same subject.
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At the commencement of the session of I pack of political bull clogs to bay at all who' officers; these, with several others that Philadelphia, on his return to the seat of I arm
that it is rarely that it has been-the subject
ise his measures. For myself as I
government. Mr. Clay has returned to La
©f remark or censure, except by the vulgar Congress in December, 1825, Mr. Tavlor c/i7r<d
»¡slating with a brace of were in the service will likely strike terror W’ashington. in better health than when he j W
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the
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It is also said that Capt. Fournier is ex
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dackson, resign my seal
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Senate, as every
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From the Lexington Reporter.
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THE BURR CONSPIRACY.
vensonhe appeared to be much agitated.MndAs to peace we must refer you to Rio Ja Sunday last, On the same day in a quavid i W
In addition to the facts already laid before by his maimer discovered great solicitude; he
neiro,
for we see no prospect of its coming between two of the sailors of the frigate Hud
our readers, to prove Jackson’s connexion accosted me in the following words which
one of them, named Bedinger, was kil 1 gain
A
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of
the
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(Md.)
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from
this
place.—-The Emperor will find son,
with Aaron Burr, we present the following. he spoke with great earnestness, and enforc zette of Sept. 13th, writes :—
led ; andon Monday, Commodore Creigh | rese
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if
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thinks
these
people
It is from Col. John Witherspoon to at friend, ed w.ith his peculiar gesticulation, “ Elect
regre?to say that a prominent lead will be obliged to give way on account of not ton delivered up the survivor, named Mount, 5 «SS
in reply to some- enquiries.. Col. W., is an me Speaker, and by God I’ll sustain the er“ofWe
to the civil authority' of Connecticut for trial. ■ list
the Jackson party in this- town, (Hag having means to carry on the war.
I
old revolutionary soldier—he fought at Administration.” 'This observation of Mr.1 erstown,
’) a few days ago boldly stepped
Our market is fiat, and prices of imports
King’s Mountain with Isaac Shelby, emi Stevenson made a deep impression on my ! forth as the
J trechampion
of
the
measures
now
and exports are the same as at last advices,
grated from; North Carolina, and has resided mind not that 1 felt any particular interest I
I side
N'avy Yard despatch.—The fore.,
. .. ______ in agitation in the southern states, and de except doubloons, which are now at $47.”
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proper to pursue but from the nature see Gen. Jackson, if not elected, filaced in
An apple tree, near Montreal, was in full Constellation, lying at Gosport, were i'eI)laC'
Jackson
was Major General
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WitEuooTc^
the proposition itself, and the manner of Me fresidential chair at the feint off
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blossom, this fall,, while it was loaded with ed a few days since in 112 minutes. l*ie L'i!
V\ lUieispoon. commanded th^Cavdliy. i making it. At that time I had no intimation I thousand bayomdsF
J
fore in 28, main in 43„mizen in 23,.^bow rep
us first.ersp of apples.
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intelligence.that the Grand vengeance on me in person, and not s<ute
The Ntw-Orleans Bee, of the I3th ult.
/ Vizier had left Constantinople, but his de
■nun: with
wllu remiorcements
and ges agffin°st hiVwlid^
states that a man named Ugless, but better
parture
reinforcements tor
for Shumla
Shumla and
known under the name ofScot[ was
Va-■ ybout to take place
I speedily
G-’ N1OODY has lost or had stolen
eeuny at the last dates.
, dor of Christ” is a fit subject for example ? arrested yesterday, and committed to prison,
of having committed several acts of
llirn’ a Clarei Colored SURDelaware.—The election of Representa | Greece.—'Wq find no new intelligence I Do you believe it is an “ enormous crime” accused
b°i'’ iïÿ
piracy
on
Lake
Ponchartrain.
l * ’ s’nS!c breasted, trim med xvith Avorktive to Congress and Members of the Legis i from Greece. It is rather indirectly said to be a follower of Christ ? Or did you believe
ed buttons, the Skirts lined with twilled
lature has taken place in this State. Mr. that the Suitan was withholding reinforce it was mote mortifying and dejecting to the _ Improved Hourly Coaches.—A new car silk, and the Sleeves with checked English
ments from Shumla, to send into the Morea. feelings of Ids surviving family, to hear from
riage
has
been
made
in
Paris
for
an
hourly
Vringham. It had a row of small covered
Johns, a firm administration man, is re-elect War had not been declared by the Porte you, that their murdered father was “ a wolf
hi" T-Sty
“ yet unt1 -5ed Gn
side of buttons under the edge of the collar. Like
i ^Petite S ed to Congress by a large majority. The against France, but orders had been sent to in sheep’s clothing ?” Let your former con
IC- i 1
,siePis in the form of a wise, a BLACK FUR HAT. They are
1“ 1,1
members of the State Legislature are, viz : the 1 urkish Authorities to have an eye to duct answer.
stair case, with a balustrade. The doors, in supposed to have been stolen from his Front
the movements of the French.
* IUtOcl)e1 r l ’
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a
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stead of opening on hinges, run in a groove, Entry.
Adams, Jackson,
Portugal.—Lisbon Gazettes and letters have acted bravely. That ought, in my and slide inside of the pannels. It is linedd Whoever will give information, so as to
Senate,
5
4
ban been received in London to’20th August. opinion, to make you more grateful You with bcotch stuff, and mirrors are placed be lead to their recovery, shall be generously
House,
14
1 hey state, the most, serious misunderstand have gained many a hqrd .battle. Did'you- tween the windows, to enable ladies to ar- rewarded.
olle
ing to exist between Miguel and the Queen. fight them? No. Where are the men who' i ange their dress, when disordered by the
Oct. 18.
19
11
.Uok t!le ii
It is said, Miguel has acted with personal did ? Lost in the seas of forgetfulness by you ; vv i n d. Und e r t h e coac h m an’s box i s a m u Making on joint ballot a majority of eight violence to his mother. Arrests, continued and j
are now honored for their deeds. I sical instrument, which plays the principal THOMAS’gu^ANZ4CK_F0R
- Colonel gaïe in favor of the Administration. The.elect openly and secretly to a very alarming ex ask you, sir, if it is not passing strange ’ that airs in the opera.of the iVhite Lady, after
1829.
lssthe<w ors of President and Vice President are cho tent, and great enormities were understood the commanding officer should be entitled to which the coach is named. '
all the praise of gaining any battle; You
was C(W
sen by the Legislature. Delaware, then, is to be perpetrated with impunity.
For
Sale
by
the Gross, Dozen or Single at
Miguel lately passed close under the may say I never fought for your honor I , A bed of bitummous coal has lately been
the usual prices, at
nïs t0 wi>eelS safe-. A Senator to the U. S. Congress is also r rench Frigate ; every person left the deck, have two brothers that did, and my father
JAMES K. HEMICH’S^Bootore.
bled and died under your unfeeling hand. discovered in Dedham, of a good quality, and
> r>yed b«C to be chosen by this Legislature ; and there and no salute was fired.
apparently in abundance.
Oct. 17.
The retirement of the Duke of Clarence And this savage act of yours has placed you
is but little doubt that a friend to the Admin
high
in
the
estimation
of
many.
>e?'S 0|'d«‘ M istration will be elected in place cf the from the important office of Lord High Ad
Leeches. It has been lately discovered
Misfortune has given me the guardianship
miral, it is now said will not take place.
present incumbent, a Jackson-raan.
over a mother and a parcel offathevless chil that leeches twice applied possess the prop
? ’ tlle ei^iafe
Nortkern LUS'dren, and that has been a source of many er ert.y of communicating to the second subject YELL O W,
hc"s» t;,;
Indemnity from Brazil.—Official infor rors yet for their better protection there are the disease of the first.
SEED
OIL.
Maryland. The election in Maryland
mation has been received at the Department no, thanks to you.
1
OFdedy
lias also taken place. The result fully equals of
There is one thing I know, and it is an ac - We understand that in the violent S. W. For sale by JOS. G, MOODY.
State at Washington from Mr. Tudor,
Oct. 18.
.
S’^iny disinissei the most sanguine expectations of the Ad our Charge d’Affaires at Rio de Janeiro, that knowledged source of comfort, that, although gale, yesterday
N
2afternoon, a considerable
.^•atuitnously
ministration party. The returns are com he had effected satisfactory arrangements you are now riding on the lafiy height of portion of the State Prison wall, at Charles
honmq and Irepeaty-for other men’s merits, town, was biown down. None of the pris
plete. The Members returned to the House with the Brazilian Government, in the case you
, 'nlcl)
one day or other will be ca’led before a I oners, who were in the yard at the time, at
of the brig Spark, which secures to the own
ot Delegates are 80; 49 of whom are friends ers of that vessel the payment of the indem righteous Judge—when you and I, and the! tempted to escape, but.-retired to their cells
O be sold at pub
rothe Administration, and 31 opposed to it,— nity claimed by them, viz : the sum of departed soul of my murdered father, will! quietly.
Boston Paper.
lic auction, on
>â stói making a majority of 18, and on joint ballot 35,000 dollars; and that he is assiduous!}' meet, and will be judged bv the “ deeds I
I uesday the 4th day
scrv«ithtS
done m the body”—there we will see who is
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the
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of
all
other
of November next :
Saco Bank.—Officers chosen for the ehof both Houses, a majority of 13 in favor of
claims committed to his charge, of citizens the “ wolf in sheeps’ clothing.
Sale to commence at
year: Ether Shepley, President;
y'’i;!.)1iib’y.aiiiKiiJ the Administration. ‘’This secures to the of the United States, upon the said Govern
After I had wrote the preceding, I receiv smng
,
,
,
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o’clock A. M. at
Liner Shepley; Samuel Hartley, Robert
di.ti 1 einicsseju Administration party Me whole Siale Govern ment.
ed the report from 41 the Committee on Mil Rodgers, Jona. King, Geo. Thacher, John the shop or tanyard of Ralph Curtis, a lot
to do sof ment !” Eight of the Electoral votes of
1 he Case of the Spark produced, the rup itary Affairs.” Though General Jackson Cuadwick, James B. Thornton, Directors. of the first rate Soleleather, one list of upper
had, for the purpose of vindicating his bar
rai!'ing a vl
leather, one lot of Shoes and Boots. Condi
Maryland are now certain for J. Q. Adams, ture between Mr. Raguet, late Charge d’ barous condbct, made my father say what he Henry S. Tliacher, Cashier.
tions of Sale made known at the time and
Affaires of the United States at Rio, and the
Manufacturers’ Bank.—Officers for the place of Sale.
never thought of, a'hd would have disdained
itnei’ Presidenti^ two more are confidently expected—-which Government of Brazil.
nrci'i»
m will leave Gen. Jackson but one vote in that
to acknowledge, yet 1 have, till lately, had year ensuing t Jonathan ’Pucker, President ;
Kennebunk, Oct. 18th, 1828.
orcî’-’r to ..ttheofe
too much, confidence in the virt,; - and hon Jonathan Tucker. Samuel Pierson, Daniel
ST. B. The above articles are kept at all
any order
’ hi State.
The
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Letter
from
J
ohn Harris, esty of our Congressmen, to believe, they Deshoji, John Fairfield, Abel Hersey, George times for sale at the above place at whole
such as should®
a son of the Rev. Mr. Harris, one of the six would, knowingly, tell whai they did not Scamman, Samuel White, Directors. S. S. sale or retail.
1 Journal,
Review.—-The ¿everal companies com
militia-men, to General Jackson, is copied know to be true. But military infection ” is Fairfield, Cashier.
posing the fourth regiment in the first brig
”
them has prevailed. No
from the Kentucky Reporter, and is ear mighty,
. was on Tnesiji;
sensible man can read that report, made by
ade and firtit division of Maine Militia,
HEREBY forbid all persons harboring or
0TO*. Esij.ta
nestly recommended to the perusal of every Mr. Hamilton, Chairman of the Committee, :
about a quarter of a mile
trusting my son, William Murhpt,
wss in the ord? paraded
voter. What if Harris had been guilty of and say it was Dot composed by a warped
a
minor,
on my account as I will pay no debts
.• on 5uuti(iij 4 from this village,. on Friday the 10th ult. for
mind,
and
penned
by
a
submissive
hand.
the most infamous crimes ; ought not human
of hiscontractingfrom this date. I also forbid
V'ay the fine In inspection and review— The line was formJOHN HARRIS.
any person’s paying him more than one halfoi
ity, any feeling short of brutal ferocity-, to
•i V. iscasset tliefc
ed by Col. Jesse L. Smith, who [together
his wages,—I shall hold his erfiployers'ac■¥e work and tit
have caused Jackson to treat with tender
Letters
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to
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counta-de to me for tlie other half. I also thus
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ness
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and
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gust,
received
at
N.
York,
state
that
some
publicly forbid my son’s entering into any
he midnightpilft that day,) deserves much credit for the sol
American vessels had been hi redfin: the expe
marriage contract without my consent.
No, no, wes»: dier-like and able manner, in which he dis family? If his duty as General demanded
dition
fitting
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at
that
place
for
the
Morea.
JAMES MURPHY*
that lie should insist upon the execution of
'•'oi fast, aiidtlg
Foreign vessels were allowed $2 80 a ton
charged
the
laborious
duties
devolving
upon
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 14, 1828.
> it is called; te
this man, could he have done less, when ap per month, the engagement being for not
MARRIED—Tn Lebanon, 5th inst. Mr.
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—
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plied to by a son fob the pardon of his aged less than three months, the owners to man Ivory Keag, to Miss Sarah Pray, daughter of
viewed by Brigadier General John W Bodand respected parent, than to explain the sub and victual their vessels, and the govern Mr. Mark W. Pray, both of Lebanon.
/iifbiicdty well, in a manner which evinced his thor
ment to pay all other expenses, including in
In Rutland, N[.-Y. Lewis Millear, aged 21,
IflnTo whom it may concern.H^
of the principe ough acquaintance with military tactics ; let to him in a mild and affectionate.manner, surance. The ship Canton, and brig Pro- ! to Miss Theodosia Blackmore, aged o4, and
& endeavor in some measure to alleviate the gress, of New-York had been chartered.! the natural sister of his mother.—In Lan- UDI Y the use of Dr. Hunter’s inestimable
redeemed sitej
and were inspected by Major Francis
Pilis, persons of either sex, if they
French vessels were allowed $3,25 per ton singburgh, (on their return from Mass.) Mr. carefully follow the very valuable, plain, a*nd
ress ; and wiilitl
A. Allen.—Tue Troops, after having gone anguish of his sorrowful heart. But how did The
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to
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Prudence
expedition
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to
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of
about
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payable and
-he conduct? like whom ?—behaviour like that
copious directions accompanying them, are
sails of vessels.
Rudd, aged 23, said Thompson her natural enabled effectually to eradicate
w ill comprise a i through with a variety of field manoeuvres
described below finds no precedent among
uncle ; all of Champion.
filions of outM and evolutions to the satisfaction of their su
a ceutAxn mSSASS,
ear to the [¡p perior officers and numerous spectators, the leaders of the armies of civilized nations
North Eastern Boundary.—Canada pa
—turn to the annals of the warfare of barharh pers mention, that the King of the Nether
tys the National i
OBITUARY.
and
to restore lost health, with ease, safe
marched into the village, where they were
t of the priWj)il|
an sard there/zo.sszW;/ may be found deeds lands will probably be the umpire agreed up
ty, and certainty, in afew days.
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in
a
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and
appropriate^manby the United States and Great Britain to
been paid it w
•XZ’The extensive sale and unexampled
equally inhuman. W 11 a Christian people on
settle their boundary question. He is one of
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can be given to ft spectators retired to their homes at an early
cities and ptuicipal towns throughout th®
ropean monarchs.
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Cent.
which -has lirai
To General Jackson
Union, for the last fifteen years, during
Sir :—It has become my painful diUv to
ninistrati®o?ffi hourwitlfout any occurrence having trans
which it was satisfactorily prepared by Dr.
pired to interrupt thè transactions.of the day. address you- again through the public prints,
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Capt.
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of
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ansyyer
mv
private
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to
mention
that.
with the INJECTION POWDERS, it ef
a letters is mil
fects a thorough and speedy cure of that
Aurora asaniiiiiK the Kennebunk Artillery Company, under letter. Since I first addressed you, to get discovery to New South Shetland, and to
the truth of the matter, I have seen a publi wards the South Pole. Qne principal object
disorder, denominated the Scourge
, which-mightpr. the command of Capt. Kingsbury, made a cation of vour letter to Mr. Owens of Ken of tire expedition is, however, to mark the
DIED—In this town, a child of Mr. Eb dreadful
of the Human Race.
would be a grate
handsome appearance.—-The ease and tucky. To him you frankly say. that the vibrations of the pendulum in different pla enezer Webber, aged nine months,
*#*The Pills are accompanied, when the
In Berwick, Mr. Alvan Butler, aged 25 case
requires it, with the INJECTION
n which [fwi- correctness with which they performed their letter Mr. Buckner is now handling is a for ces, with a. view to ascertain the true figure years.
iiderabletal,-i several evolutions was alike creditable to gery, and that you never received belt one let of the earth, and what variations there are in
In Wiscasset, Major Seth Tinkham,aged POWDERS and CERATE ;—these con
the
law
oLgravity.
—
Bos.
Pat.
ter from the unfortunate Harris, and in “ that
58.—His death was owing to a singular dis stitute a most powerful medicine, applicable
—■—the privates and their commanding officers.
he acknowledged himself guilty of the enor
of the bones, owing to which his thigh to the various stages of this Protean dis
etter frontfM*
The various modes of writing a name now ease
mous crimes charged against him, and stat
bone was fractured by a slight touch of the order. Full and plain directions, with
We have received a number of a new pa ed his willingness to meet the just sentence so familiar to every one—
c Press, datedA^
foot in removing him from one room to an a popular treatise, explaining the various
it that thecitjisp yer called the “ Journal of the Times” pub of the Court.” Well, as he is not now liv
symptoms and the mode of treatment, ac
“ A name you all.must know very well,
other.
■nsion enterta’rf
ing to answer for himself, and as you hold
company each box, so that persons of either
Nobody can speak, and nobody spell,”-—
lished
at
Bennington,
Vt.
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S.
Hill
,
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-eminent
and
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di. "Theta'
sex may cure themselves.
the key of that letter I, again ask you for it hî.ve been noticed in another part of our pa Doctor Gall.
prietor
;
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.
L.
Garrison,
editor.
It
sup

ng,” says out®
or its contents. And I now ask yon what per.—We have since found an allusion to the
f Price of the Pills $1 a box—the Injec
: not more thanSl ports the present National Administration, my brother, William FI arris, said to vou at
tion Powders and Cerate, 50 cents each.)
subject in a London Journal, which states
Itile it is affli and, judging from tlfc number before us, will New Orleans between the 1st and 20th of
*w*Prepared from the original Recipe in
that the name on thé French maps is Ciumla,
friends of theU
MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
be an able coadjutor in the “ righteous January, 1815. Did he—like you, say his in the French papers Chumla. in the Berlin
immediate
successor and the sole proprietor,
father did — tell you tfiat father was at Mo papers Choumla, and m the English papers
cause.”
T. KIDDER, and sold wholesale, by him at
bile, and that he was ready and willing to frequently Shumla, but that the true name
his Counting Room over No.70, Court-street,
meet the sentence of that Court Martial and is Tzcho'iombe'iv ! We should expect such a
instalment ohtfe;
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